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WHERE WE LEFT OFF



interfaces 1-8



interfaces 9-16



NEW IDEAS FOR MORE AWKWARD APPS

wenis rodeo
1. pinch victim’s elbow

2. victim bucks arm wildly
3. hang on as long as you can

butter thighs
1. slice stick of butter

2. slather butter on victim’s thigh

salmon
1. slap armpit

2. slap side of abdomen
3. repeat steps 1 and 2

jello arm
1. pull arm fat downward

2. wiggle flab



HOW TO SALMON

1. SLAP LEFT 2. SLAP RIGHT

3. REPEAT STEPS 1 AND 2
UNTIL MANIACAL LAUGHTER ENSUES



IRB FORMS (EDITS THAT INFORMED ePAS SUBMISSION)





USER TESTING



WORKSHEET EXAMPLE ( TESTED 10 PEOPLE)



USER TESTING INSIGHTS
1. How do people react to it?
2. what do people like?
3. what do people dislike?
4. what would people change?
5. would people purchase it?
6. how would it be marketed?

NOTE:
On the following pages, red denotes considered/used feedback 
(i.e., feedback relevant considering non-ui focus of this study)



1. How do people react to it?

MULTI
repeat (4)
jab/tap/poke (4)
uncomfortable/anxious/nervous (4)
shocking/surprise/startled (3)
funny/silly/crazy (3)
game (2)
bored (2)
weird/random (2)
confused/curious (2)
awake/braced (2)

UNI
interesting
salmoning!
slapping
shaky
autism
bothered
concentration
indulge
dirty
cold
fast
neurotic



2. what do people like?

MULTI
weird/different/funny/unique/novel (4)
so easy to play/understand, playful (3)
competitive element, battle aspect (2)
interactive, physical aspect adds a dimension (2)

UNI
personalized customization
lots of potential



3. what do people dislike?

UI
interface is not cute (too monotonous, too simple, too much pink) (3)
salmon sign; could it be another animal?

OTHER
fish might be too large, maybe too physical, awkwardness (2)
I don’t dislike anything
learning curve
might be boring



4. what would people change?

maybe do other fish, or panda (2)
add points/rewards (2)
add some sort of tutorial/marketing
add some cute cartoon voice
get more people involved
add blue background option for guys
add more complexity



5. would people purchase it?

YES
yes, if inexpensive or package deal (2)
yes, at gag stores
yes, because it would make me smile 
yes, could gift to a friend
yes, ‘if everyone’s doing it’

NO
no; i’m too old for this (3)
not yet; would try trial version before buying it (2)



6. how would it be marketed?

demonstrate at college events (2)
viral video on reddit/youtube
shown in sponsoring stores
similar to beanie babies; keep at checkout lines
display in a net (keep fish theme)
target to 13-22-year-olds
keep updating ads for relevancy, to keep people interested



summary of insights

how people react:
what people like:

what people dislike:
what people would change:

who would purchase it:
how it would be marketed:

funny, silly crazy, random, interesting
novelty, battle, physical aspect
animal choice, size, learning curve
add rewards, add tutorial, add audio
if inexpensive, at gag stores, for smiles
college events, viral video, checkout lines

NOTE:
in the future, we must heed choice to choose 

other animals, audio features, and cost/pricing.



SKETCHES
internal
structure
preliminary
concept



salmon
vibrating ring concept



vibrating arm band concept
• app would digitally link to   
  arm during battle
• arm movements would dic
  tate digital salmon flap
  ping rate

vibrating ring concept
(see above description)



vibrating wrist/leg band concept





completely irrelevant 
sticker











research on:
• physical component
• other app ideas for poten
  tial series of weird body-
  humor apps



notes on:
portrayal/presentation of 
final project, other poten-
tial components, apps for 
inspiration, and arduino 
ideas



 
  

research on:
• wireless technology
  (e.g., xbees, bluetooth 
  mate, lilypad, low energy)
• potential items to make 
  (e.g., achievement earnings, 
  beacons)



• battle wagers
• battle augmenters
• winning conveyers

also:
materials survey



research on materials



plush salmon
• keep in purse?
• keep in backpack?

keychain
• how big?
• where is it stored?

ring
• where is it stored?
• should it be branded?

more ideas
• salmon headphones
• salmon phone case



physical salmon 
armature plan
• fabric exterior
• rotary analog output
• wooden foundation
• polythylene tie shape
• arduino chip
• bluetooth



Idea for a physical plush 
salmon that would vibrate 
during battle.

Could be stored in purse or 
backpack.

containes salmon keychain 
and vibrating ring to wear 
during tap battle.

ring vibrations would coin-
cide with animated flapping 
of ui salmon.



Beacons:
‘i’m open to battle.’

wagers:
‘let’s battle right now.’

augmenters:
(sensory additions to the 
experience)

NOTEs:
• scale of circle denotes im-    
  portance
• pink denotes ‘new idea’
• yellow denotes’ plausible 
  idea’



MOCKUPS

front
salmon graphic w/ interactive led. 
animates when salmoning occures 

in armpit.

back
beacon/ad.

side
sensor.







IDEA:
what if—considering the 
sporty feel to our original 
ui and idea—we add user-
name (and maybe player 
number or rank) to arms, 
like a jersey of sorts?

USER’S RANK (E.G., 
‘MEGA SOCKEYE SALM-
ON’) COULD BE FRONT 
AND CENTER. BRAGGING 
RIGHTS.



IDEA:
put username at top

IDEA:
add salmon icon?



ARDUINO PROGRESS













sample code, v1
 (led + led)



1. press button 1

3. press button 2

2. left led

4. right led

WORKING PROOF OF CONCEPT: V1



sample code, v2
 (led + vibrate)



WORKING PROOF OF CONCEPT: V2

1. tap the sensor

2. led lights up, servo vibrates



potential conferences

AMCIS - San Diego! 
(August 11-13, 2016)

http://amcis2016.aisnet.org/ 

Humor Research Conference - 
Texas A&M! 

(February 19-21, 2016)
http://www.tamuc.edu/academ-

ics/colleges/humanitiesSo-
cialSciencesArts/nethrc/ 

International Society for Humor 
Studies (ISHS) - Dublin! 
(June 27 to July 1, 2016)

http://www.irishcomedy.ie/ 

http://amcis2016.aisnet.org/ 
http://www.tamuc.edu/academics/colleges/humanitiesSocialSciencesArts/nethrc/ 
http://www.tamuc.edu/academics/colleges/humanitiesSocialSciencesArts/nethrc/ 
http://www.tamuc.edu/academics/colleges/humanitiesSocialSciencesArts/nethrc/ 
http://www.irishcomedy.ie/ 


THOUGHTS GOING FORWARD
• user testing
• arduino experimentation
• vistaprint experimentation

hindsight
(should have done more of...)

• submit progress to conferences
• refine physical piece
• integrate physical component into app
• publish app on app store

next steps



**bonus page (australia, IASDR 2015)**

the salmon app 
also earned 

me a kangaroo 
visit
:) :) :)


